BAD SANTA? *
Maybe that's why all the wrong people
seem to be getting the gifts lately...

fear of this bad santa** led to the
of course the biggest bad toy whose current chief elf has been
big event of the year...
maker and distributor in the
giving away the store to the
but no bad toys were found,
world/universe is another
folks who need it the least...
and most of his elves went underground
well known bad santa***
...on the naughty list?
wouldn't it be nice
if we could get some better priorities
in gift management and toy making?
the world could be a better place...
in the meantime we send you
our best wishes (auguri)
ani and bob

ani, borrowed nephew shant, bob

Notes:
*

Bad Santa, the movie: Billy Bob Thornton puts this word
combination in the national consciousness this year.
**
Santa Saddam, one of Uncle Sam Santa's former buddies.
***

More shameless
hype
for the dr bob cd:
still available
for the asking
[cookbook,
sketchbook,
xmas card archive]

Uncle Sam Santa or Uncle Santa Sam? Either way, he
has a bad toy budget that dwarfs the rest of the world.

if only making over misplaced priorities were
as easy as making over a bad sense of style...

ani and bob finally get to Rio, but not for Christmas
[see "escape to rio" 1982 (xmascard archive)]

Christmas came early this year for Big
Pharma
with the Medicare Reform Law of 2003.
Meanwhile in a desperate attempt to avoid
early
Big Pharma dependence brought on by
creeping
cholesterol levels, bob is forced to begin a
crash
Lipitor evasion program through daily
oatmeal,
walnuts and quality time with a Tony Little
Gazelle
exercise machine abandoned by ani for an
alternative pilates routine.

in memory of
mine and raya
and so many more

22-dec-2003: aniandbob@drbobenterprises.com [ani sarkahian / bob jantzen]
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